Nonetheless, in this paper, we present a facile methodology for cell micro-patterning which employs silicon-based stencils (Si-stencils). The Si-stencil provides the advantages of an inert and hydrophilic surface, reusability, and easy handling. Moreover, well developed semiconductor techniques facilitate the microfabrication of highresolution, reproducible Si-stencils. The cell pattern formed with our improved methodology showed that the Si-stencil offers flexibility and wide applicability, from large-scale cell patterns all the way down to the single-cell level.
Additionally, in the present study, we integrated a twodimensional cell array patterned by the Si-stencil with a temperature gradient of 10 uC. This type of integrated device allows for multiple analyses on a single device in combinatorial fashion: different temperatures, with different cell-growth results. The cell-growth results demonstrated that the device can be used to study either cell behavior or cellular communication in high-throughput assay.
Experimental section
Si-stencils were fabricated using two common MEMS techniques: photolithography and dry etching. The process is schematized in Fig. 1a . The starting material was a double-side polished Si wafer of 400 mm thickness. The wafer was patterned with a photoresist (PR) using photolithography, and subsequently dry etched on the front side by inductively coupled plasma-deep reactive ion etching (ICP-DRIE). The same process was repeated on the back side so as to generate a hole array through the wafer prior to removal of the PR. The full wafer was then baked in a furnace in order to grow a 200 nm thermal Si oxide layer on the surface for passivation, after which, finally, it was cut into stencils. The Si-stencils, with a pattern area of 100 mm 2 and with hole diameters (D h ) ranging from 8 to 400 mm, were cleaned with piranha solution (H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 = 10 : 1) at 120 uC for 10 min and rinsed with DI water. Fig. 1b the cross-section view, the microchannel is y70 mm in length (the thickness of the Si-stencil in the area of the hole array) and of funnel shape, with upper and lower diameters of 13.5 mm and 16.9 mm, respectively. Since the upper surface was attached to the culture dish, such a funnel shape could not affect the cell patterning, and in fact, the upper diameter (13.5 mm) is regarded as effective.
We used HeLa cells to examine the Si-stencils preparatory to the cell array. The cells, derived from cervical cancer cells, were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA). They were cultured, in Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 unit/mL penicillin and 100 mg mL 21 streptomycin, at 37 uC in a 5%-CO 2 -humidified incubator. For routine culturing, cells were passaged every 1-2 days to maintain the confluency at approximately 85%. For sub-culturing, the cells were washed with pre-warmed phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then detached from the substrate by treatment with prewarmed 0.25% (w/v) trypsin. When the cells were detached from the dish, fresh culture medium was added. The cell number was estimated prior to the cell culture. The Si-stencils were each sterilized by UV light on both sides for 15 min before use. As shown in Fig. 2a , a drop of culture medium without HeLa cells was attached to the bottom of the culture dish prior to cell loading. Then, a Si-stencil was pressed onto the drop in order to fill its hole array with culture medium and, thereby, prevent air-bubble formation during cell loading. To maintain pressure sufficient to keep the stencil attached to the dish bottom, a pressed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Dow Corning Corporation) frame was positioned between the stencil and the cover of the dish, and the cover was fixed to the dish by tape. After loading onto the stencil, the cells were allowed to spread and adhere to the culture dish through the holes for 5 h in an incubator. Then, the stencil was removed and the culture dish was washed twice with culture medium to remove unattached or poorly attached cells.
Two parallel U-shaped steel tubes (inner diameter [ID] = 0.7 mm, outer diameter [OD] = 1.1 mm, hereafter U-tubes) positioned 12 mm apart were fixed in the PDMS matrix. The matrix was then attached to the backside of the culture dish (Fig. 2b , not to scale), in the centre of which was the Si-stencil-produced 10 mm 6 10 mm cell pattern (shown in green color). Cold and hot water is circulated in two independent closed circuits (not shown in Fig. 2b ) through the two U-tubes respectively, by means of two peristaltic pumps (EW-77120-52, C/L, Masterflex) and two reservoirs. The U-tubes permit fast heat transfer to/from the culture dish, after which hot/ cold water flows back to the hot/cold water reservoirs. The water temperature in the hot water reservoir is maintained by a temperature controller (KT4, Panasonic), while that in the cold water reservoir is kept at room temperature by an air-conditioner. The temperature difference between the two U-tubes creates a thermal gradient across the culture dish.
In order to determine the quality and uniformity of the temperature gradient, an infrared (IR) camera (Thermalvision A40 M, FLIR Systems Inc.) was employed to detect both the thermal distribution and the local temperature. After the cold and hot flows were initiated, about 30 min was required to establish a steady gradient (25-35 uC) . The temperature was monitored every 10 min for 2 h; the fluctuation observed was on the order of ¡1 uC. Once the temperature gradient was established, the culture dish with the cell array was attached to the PDMS matrix. The entire setup was maintained in a 5%-CO 2 -humidified chamber. Phase-contrast images of the cell array, at four positions along L1 direction, were taken every 6 h as subject to the thermal gradient effect.
Results and discussion
As a hard material, the Si-stencil is prone to the same drawback as any metallic stencil: it does not seal well against the substrate and, therefore, cannot guarantee that a cell suspension does not spread beyond the hole area, which fact limits its application to very dilute cell suspensions. 21, 25 To overcome this obstacle, in the present study the Si-stencil was pressed close to the substrate (culture dish) during cell patterning. Cell-suspended media of 1610 5 y10 7 cells ml 21 concentrations was used to test our methodology. Fig. 3a-d show the cell-pattern results for the 1610 7 cells ml 21 concentration with different D h . Even at such a high concentration, no cell was found to have spread beyond the hole area. The metallic stencil has another drawback: the difficulty of fabricating metallic stencils with D h on the order of a single cell (y10-15 mm). 25 However, thanks to the availability of well developed fabrication processes in MEMS, Si-stencil hole arrays can be fabricated easily with D h down to 8 mm, and moreover, both thickness and D h can be individually varied. Moreover, mature fabrication processes and the well established product line in MEMS technologies allow for the mass-producibility, low cost of the Si-stencil and even immediate commercial availability to biologists. In the present study, Si-stencils with D h in the 8-400 mm range were fabricated to test our methodology. The above-noted Fig. 3a-d counted, and the data plotted in Fig. 3e as a function of D h . As is apparent, the D h significantly influenced the cell number. When the D h = 30 mm, a single-cell array could be obtained (Fig. 3d) . The average percentage of single cells was as high as 60%. Such a singlecell array can be used, further, to study high-throughput cultures in single-cell-level applications including drug-induced apoptosis 16, 18 and cell-cell communication between individual cells. Compared with the elastomeric stencils, the Si-stencil is rigid, and so handling for alignment and large-area patterning is both possible and easy. 25, 28 Conversely, it cannot, unlike elastomeric stencils, be used on a curved surface. We consider the rigidity of the Si-stencil to be a fundamental limitation. By contrast with the hydrophobic surface of the polymer stencils, 19, 23, 25 the Si-stencil surface (silicon dioxide) is hydrophilic.
A low contact angle (about 5u) is obtainable after cleaning with piranha solution, so that the culture medium can fill stencil holes easily. This unique advantage avoids the formation of air bubbles that become trapped in the Si-stencil during cell seeding; no additional, air-bubble-removal procedure, then, is needed. In the present study, no air bubbles were found, not even in the Si-stencil with a D h as small as 8 mm.
Two methods of used-stencil cleaning were trialled: wet cleaning by piranha solution at 120 uC for 10 min, and dry cleaning by O 2 plasma treatment (IPC2000 Photo Resist Asher, Branson) for 30 min. The Si-stencils recovered by either method were then reused for cell patterning, and showed no observable variation. This reusability advantage is owed to the biocompatibility, inertness, smoothness and uniformity of silicon-dioxide-coated Si-stencil surfaces, which minimize adsorption and inhibition. 29 To demonstrate the cell array has potential application in highthroughput screening, we integrated it with a temperature gradient. Fig. 4a is a thermal image of the culture dish's bottom surface taken when the thermal gradient was stable. The cell array, highlighted by the green square, is located in the centre of the image. Temperatures along L1 were measured and plotted in Fig. 4b as a function of position, which data indicate that a reasonable and uniform temperature gradient was generated in the L1 direction. The temperature difference between the two ends, over a distance of 10 mm, was about 10 uC. The cell domains were subjected to this thermal gradient.
To evaluate the cell growth under the temperature gradient, we measured the cell number at four positions (P1, P2, P3 and P4 as marked in Fig. 4a ) along L1 and calculated, over 24 h, the cellgrowth ratio (CGR):
where N t0 is the cell number in nine domains in one image (see Fig. 5 ) at time t 0 , and N t1 is the cell number at the same position at time t 1 . The results are plotted in Fig. 4b (the red histogram) as a function of their positions along L1 axis. In the histogram and the L1 curve, the CGR seems to present the same trend as the temperature gradient: a decline as the position moves. Fig. 5 shows phase-contrast images of the cell array at two of fours positions: at 26 uC (P4, a-d), and 34 uC (P1, e-h). The temperatures were estimated according to their positions in the L1 curve and the images were captured 0, 6, 18, and 24 h after the thermal gradient was applied. In Fig. 5 , the effect of the gradient on cell growth after 24 h is clear: the cell domains are still isolated from each other at the lower temperature, whereas at the higher temperature, they begin to connect via cell bridges. Although we observed the CGR at only four positions (or temperatures) over 24 h, our result confirms that the thermal gradient made an effective impact on the cell growth and, furthermore, that our integrated device is suitable for long-term cell cultures. Additionally, since the cell-free region can be considered as a wound, a cell pattern could be used to mimic wound healing in vitro. Wound-healing assays could be high-throughput screened at different temperatures in one culture dish.
Conclusions
In summary, we successfully developed a convenient, efficient cellpatterning methodology using a Si-stencil with wide potential applications. The Si-stencil offers the advantages of easy handling, mature fabrication technologies, and hydrophilic surface and could be recovered by either a dry or wet cleaning method. Si-stencils with D h in the 8-400 mm range were fabricated and tested with HeLa cells. Cell pattern results indicated that the Si-stencil can be used from large-scale to single-cell manipulation. Furthermore, a cell array obtained by the Si-stencil was used to investigate cell growth under temperature gradient. Our results guarantees further applications in tissue engineering, biosensors and high-throughput screening. One such application is a high-throughput cell-based assay, which has attracted great interest for its reduction of screening costs incurred in the drug discovery process. 30 
